Grapplers Overcome Brown 21-15, Then Gain 23-11 Win Over Amherst

Well-rested from their Christmas vacation, MIT’s menweben two important victories, last week 23-15 over Brown and 23-11 over Amherst. The junior varsity squad, in their first official match of the season, took a 20-10 win over Amherst’s JV. Vanarity co-captains Tom Gerrity and Jim Bruns, ’63, continued their undefeated streaks, scoring pins in both meets, while Chauvin ’63 scored a decision and a pin to maintain his undefeated, but once tied, record.

Fencers Edge Trinity In Close Contest

MIT’s fencing team defeated Trinity College by 32-12 last Saturday, at home in an exceptionally long and exciting contest. Cohler Wins Key Match With only 4 of 27 bouts remaining to be played, MIT’s Norm Cohler ’64 successfully captured his bout to clinch the meet for the Techmen. In this bout, Trinity’s Melchior scored the first touch. Cohler, the second, and Melchior then responded with a successful attack and touch, regaining the lead. At 3:58 Cohler forced Melchior off the strip and was awarded a touch, tying the score at 2 each. There was no limit of time for the final touch, and each party cautiously wait-
ed for the other to commit an error. After 6 minutes of tense action, Cohler was able to parry an attack, and to execute a sim-

ple reposte (counter attack) to win the bout and the match for MIT.

Gerrity pinned Lombaro 2:47
Evans pinned IHarsanyiv 7:36
Mculey pinned Rosenn 7:15
Gabrieldan pinned Wood 4:06
Cohler pinned Kinneyak 8:05

The team travels to New York, over the intercession, to fence against Newark College of Engi-
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